Variable-temperature and variable-pressure studies of small-molecule organic crystals
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Abstract
Several examples of the comparative variable-temperature and variable-pressure studies of the small-molecule organic crystals are discussed. Selected systems represent the crystals with non-spherical flexible molecules / molecular fragments and with different types of intermolecular interactions, ranging from van der Waals interactions to hydrogen bonds of various types (OH…O, NH…OH, NH…O=C). A special attention is payed to the studies of solid drugs (polymorphs of paracetamol), amino acids (polymorphs of glycine, L-serine, D,L-serine), and dipeptides (glycylglycine and glycylglycine hydrate) by structural, spectroscopic and calorimetric techniques. The anisotropy of structural distortion within the range of stability of the same phase, as well as the phase transitions induced by changes in temperature or pressure are discussed.
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Introduction
The majority of crystal structures of organic molecules have been determined at normal pressure conditions. Low temperatures are used rather often for structure determination, in order to suppress molecular motions and thus to improve the data quality. At the same time, there is a
great demand for the observations of structural changes that occur in organic solids in response to variations in pressure or in temperature.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^14\) Apart from many other interesting aspects of variable-temperature and variable-pressure organic crystal studies, including correlations “structure-properties” for new materials and devices, such observations are necessary to assess the theoretical interaction models used to predict crystal packings and conformations of molecules by the minimization of total non-bonded potential energy, to gain control over polymorphism of these compounds, to find the factors determining their relative thermodynamic and kinetic stability.

A molecular crystal is a “supramolecular entity par excellence”. It is formed as a result of self-recognition and self-assembling, and its structure results from a complex interplay of multiple weak non-covalent intermolecular interactions, such as hydrogen bonds of various types, van der Waals interactions, \(\pi\pi\) interactions, etc. The crystal structure is very sensitive to such parameters as temperature and pressure, and the structural response to variations in temperature / pressure (anisotropic continuous changes in cell parameters and volume, or a phase transition) can be used as a tool of probing the interactions in the crystal.

In the present paper this will be illustrated at several examples of recent studies by the authors of this paper, such as a study of the polymorphs of paracetamol, a study of the polymorphs of glycine, the studies of L- and D, L-serine, of glycilglycine and glycilglycine hydrate. More examples of very careful diffraction, spectroscopic, calorimetry studies can be found in the review papers\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^14\) and in the papers cited therein.

**Results and Discussion**

**Polymorphs of paracetamol**

Paracetamol (acetaminophen, panadol) (Figure 1) is an analgesic drug that is used worldwide in the manufacture of many millions of tablets and other dosage forms every year. Three polymorphs were reported for this compound,\(^15\)\(^-\)\(^18\) but only for two of them it was possible to get single crystals thus enabling unambiguous structure solution. For the polymorph III a structural model was suggested on the basis of computing simulations,\(^19\) and a comparison of these calculations with a powder diffraction pattern\(^18\). In the present contribution we shall restrict our discussion by two polymorphs only, for which the crystal structures were determined unambiguously from single-crystal X-ray diffraction experiments.\(^15\),\(^16\)
Figure 1. A molecule of paracetamol. Red – O, blue – N, grey – C, white – H.

Paracetamol I is monoclinic (space group symmetry P2₁/n), paracetamol II is orthorhombic (space group symmetry Pbca). In contrast to the stable polymorph I, the metastable polymorph II can be used for direct compression into tablets, and was also reported to dissolve faster in water. The two polymorphs of paracetamol can be considered as examples of molecular crystals, in which topologically identical H-bonded chains of molecules are linked differently into two-dimensional layers, and this results in the differences in the stability, various physical properties, dissolution behavior.

We have compared the thermodynamic functions of the two paracetamol polymorphs (using DSC and adiabatic calorimetry), as well as the structural response of the two polymorphs to variations in temperature and pressure (using powder and single-crystal X-ray diffraction and IR-spectroscopy).

Thermodynamic studies
A typical DSC-thermogram measured when heating a single crystal of paracetamol II is shown in Figure 2. Two endothermic events were observed. A small peak was observed at different temperatures \( T_{tr} \) for different crystals in a rather wide range (about 20 degrees) around 393°K. The shape of this peak was asymmetric and “inverted” as compared with the shape of a typical DSC-peak corresponding to melting. This can be an evidence of an “overheated transformation”. For several samples, heating was stopped immediately after this small endothermic peak was observed. After cooling a sample back to ambient temperature, no changes in the habit of the crystal were observed. The angles between the edges were sharp and there was no evidence that fusion could have taken place (Figure 3a). The crystal became opaque. X-ray diffraction showed that the sample was not a single crystal of the paracetamol II any longer, but a polycrystalline pseudomorph of paracetamol I (Figure 3b). Even a slight mechanical action at the pseudomorph was enough to destroy the pseudomorph – the shape of the starting single crystal of paracetamol II was preserved only because of the adhesion of small crystallites of paracetamol I. Thus, the endothermic event at about 393°K was proved to be an overheated single-crystal–to-polycrystal polymorphic transformation of paracetamol II into paracetamol I. Further heating resulted in the
melting of the monoclinic paracetamol I (the second, larger endothermic peak at 442 °K, Figure 2). The enthalpy of II → I polymorphic transition near 393 °K ranged from 3.3 to 3.8 J/g (540 J/mol). For comparison, the enthalpy of melting of polymorph I is 50 times greater (176-182 J/g = 27 kJ/mol) 27.

![Figure 2](image1.png)

**Figure 2.** A DSC thermogram of paracetamol II above ambient temperature.27

![Figure 3](image2.png)

**Figure 3.** A paracetamol crystal (initially – orthorhombic) after its transformation into the monoclinic pseudomorph (a), and its powder diffraction pattern (b).27

A solid-state transformation of the individual crystals of paracetamol II into paracetamol I was observed also upon storage at ambient temperature, and was facilitated by the presence of water vapor. When a sample was measured by low-temperature calorimetry (temperature varied down to 5 K and then back to ambient), freezing and melting of water inclusions at about 273 K was accompanied by a polymorphic transformation of paracetamol II to paracetamol I.
The measurements of the heat capacity in a wide temperature range have allowed us to calculate the thermodynamic functions – enthalpy, entropy, free energy – for the two polymorphs of paracetamol. The difference in the Gibbs energy $\Delta G = G_{\text{orth}} - G_{\text{mon}}$ has two terms: $[H_{\text{orth}}(T)-H_{\text{orth}}(0)-H_{\text{mon}}(T)+H_{\text{mon}}(0)] - T[S_{\text{orth}}(T)-S_{\text{mon}}(T)]$ and $H_{\text{orth}}(0)-H_{\text{mon}}(0)$. The first of them can be calculated based on the measurements of heat capacity. For the paracetamol polymorphs this value is positive in all the temperature range studied in the experiments (5 K – 300 K) and does not exceed 100 J/mol (Figure 4). This can be considered as an evidence of a slightly higher thermodynamic stability of the monoclinic polymorph as compared to the orthorhombic form, what is in a good agreement with the experimental observation of the orthorhombic-to-monoclinic transformation in a wide temperature range, also at low temperatures. The second term – the difference in the heats of formation – cannot be estimated without very delicate extra experiments, for example, comparing the heats of dissolution or sublimation of the two forms. From general consideration, it can reach several hundred J/mol, thus affecting noticeably the total value of $\Delta G$. The contribution to the heat capacity from the water solution inclusions (unavoidably present in the single crystals of the orthorhombic paracetamol) measured for the non-equilibrium transformation from the less stable orthorhombic to the more stable monoclinic form (which should be expected to be exothermic) can be interpreted if one considers the endothermic contribution due to the evaporation of the water inclusions accompanying a polymorphic transformation and the resulting fragmentation of a crystal. The content of water in the crystals of the orthorhombic form could be estimated as 0.13 %. The evaporation of this amount of water would contribute 2.9 J/g of paracetamol (440 J/mol of paracetamol) to the total heat of the polymorphic transformation of the orthorhombic form to the monoclinic one (the evaporation heat of water being 2260 J/g), thus inverting the resulting sign of the value.

Figure 4. Difference in the Gibbs energy (orthorhombic – monoclinic, calorimetric part) versus temperature for the polymorphs I and II of paracetamol. At temperatures above 250 K the value is shown by the dashed line to stress a lower accuracy of the calculations in this range.
The monoclinic polymorph I was shown to be thermodynamically more stable than the orthorhombic form II in a wide temperature range, however, a transformation of the polymorph II into the polymorph I was obviously kinetically hindered, and could be facilitated by the presence of water. This fact is rather typical for the molecular organic crystals. The difference in the free energy between the polymorphs is much smaller than the barrier that must be overcome, in order to accomplish the structural reorganization.

Figure 5 shows the similarities and the differences in the molecular packing in the two polymorphs of paracetamol. Both structures are built from the chains, in which the paracetamol molecules are linked via OH…O hydrogen bonds. The chains are very similar in the two polymorphs. What is different, is the way how these chains are linked with each other via NH…O bonds, to give 2D-layers – flat (in the orthorhombic form), or corrugated (in the monoclinic polymorph). The hydrogen bonds OH…O within a chain are stronger than the NH…O hydrogen bonds between the chains. The chains can be considered as a “structure-forming synthones”, and are preserved not only in the two polymorphs of paracetamol, but also in several adducts of paracetamol with other organic molecules (although they are only partly preserved in a methanol solvate, and are no longer present in paracetamol hydrates).

In order to induce a polymorphic transformation of one form of paracetamol into another, one would need to invert every second chain in a layer, breaking and re-making many hydrogen bonds. It seems natural, that such a transformation is kinetically hindered, and the range of conditions, under which a metastable form can exist, is much wider than could be expected.
presence of water (or another potential solvent) facilitates re-crystallization, at least at the surface, and the nucleation of a new phase, and the transformation becomes possible. This effect was observed not only at variable-temperature, but also at variable-pressure conditions. When high pressure was applied to single crystals of the monoclinic polymorph I of paracetamol, no polymorphic transitions were observed at least till 4 GPa (the limit reached in the experiment). However, if a powder sample of paracetamol I was subjected to hydrostatic compression, a polymorphic transition into the orthorhombic form II was observed at about 1.3 GPa. The transition was neither complete, nor fully reversible. Moreover, it was poorly reproducible and could be observed not on increasing pressure, but during a de-compression from a higher (4.2 GPa) pressure. It is interesting, that polymorph II of paracetamol could be obtained as small single crystals, if paracetamol I was dissolved in a methanol-ethanol mixture and then compressed to 1.1 GPa.

Structural studies

The structural response of the two polymorphs of paracetamol to variations in pressure and temperature was followed by X-ray diffraction and IR-spectroscopy. The isothermal bulk compressibility of the two polymorphs of paracetamol was practically the same within experimental error, whereas on cooling structural compression of the two polymorphs differed. The lattice strain of the monoclinic and of the orthorhombic polymorphs induced either by temperature changes or by increasing pressure was shown to be noticeably anisotropic (Figure 6). The strain anisotropy was different for the volume decrease induced by cooling and by increasing pressure.
Figure 6. Relative volume changes (a,b) and linear strain along the principal axes of strain ellipsoids (c,d) in the monoclinic (red) and the orthorhombic (blue) polymorphs of paracetamol on cooling (a,c) and with increasing pressure (b,d).

On cooling, the interlayer compression in the orthorhombic form was larger, than in the monoclinic one. With increasing pressure, the interlayer compression in the two polymorphs was more similar. On cooling, a slight compression was measured in the orthorhombic form in the direction of the NH…O bonded molecular chains, and a slight expansion – along the direction of the OH…O bonded molecular chains (Figure 5, 6). Linear dimensions of molecules increased in this direction as the molecules got flatter. For the monoclinic paracetamol, the compression of the molecular layers on cooling was also anisotropic. A relatively large compression was observed in the direction close to the molecular chains linked via the NH…O bonds, and practically no linear strain – in the direction close to the OH…O bonds (Figure 5, 6). For a comparison, with increasing pressure, the molecular layers of the orthorhombic paracetamol were compressed isotropically. With increasing pressure, the structure of the monoclinic polymorph expanded along the direction close to that of NH…O bonded molecular chains, and compressed in the direction close to that of the OH…O bonds (Figure 5, 6). With increasing pressure, the molecules of paracetamol got flatter, and the angle between the planes of the neighboring molecules in a layer also increased (Figure 7).
Figure 7. The dihedral angle between the planes of the phenyl ring and the acetamide group in a paracetamol molecule (a), and the angle between the planes of the phenyl rings of the two neighbouring molecules in a layer of the monoclinic polymorph (b) versus pressure.

The elongation of the -C=O bond, the change in the torsion angle, and the decrease in the values of the atomic displacement parameters on cooling and with increasing pressure are in an agreement with the shortening of the intermolecular -OH…O(=C-) and –NH…O(H)- hydrogen bonds. Although the orthorhombic polymorph is denser, than the monoclinic one, the intermolecular hydrogen bonds (in particular – the OH…O bonds) can be supposed to be weaker in the orthorhombic form. They are longer in the orthorhombic form, than in the monoclinic one (NH…O by about 1%, or 0.4 Å, OH…O – by about 2%, or 0.6 Å). Besides, the stretching vibration $\nu_{OH}$ is shifted to the red in the crystals of paracetamol as compared to the spectrum of an individual molecule, and the shift, which is assumed to correlate with the strength of a OH…O hydrogen bond, is by about 40 cm$^{-1}$ larger in the monoclinic polymorph, than the corresponding shift in the orthorhombic form. On cooling, both in the monoclinic and in the orthorhombic polymorphs the longer NH…O bonds shorten more, than the shorter (and, presumably, stronger) OH…O bonds. The result is essentially different from the effect observed in the monoclinic form with increasing pressure, when the NH…O bonds are less compressible than the OH…O bonds, at least when the distance changes are already as large, as those at 1 GPa (the lowest pressure for which experimental data are available) (Figure 8). The larger expansion / contraction of the NH…O bonds as compared with that of the OH…O bonds on heating / cooling agrees well with the transformation between the polymorphic forms induced by temperature variation: the chains linked by the OH…O bonds are preserved in the two polymorphs, whilst a polymorphic transformation should involve breaking the NH…O bonds between these chains.
Figure 8. The distances between non-hydrogen atoms in the NH…O and OH…O hydrogen bonds in the two polymorphs of paracetamol on cooling (a) and with increasing pressure (b): circles – monoclinic form, rhombs – orthorhombic form; blue symbols – N1…O1, red symbols – O1…O2.

The flattening of the paracetamol molecules can be supposed to be interrelated with the compression of intermolecular hydrogen bonds, which manifests itself also in the IR-spectra.\textsuperscript{10,13,25} According to \textit{ab initio} calculations, an individual paracetamol molecule should be flat (torsion angle equal to 0),\textsuperscript{39} but in the real crystal structures the torsion angle is equal to about 21°-23° in the monoclinic polymorph\textsuperscript{16,24} and to about 18° in the orthorhombic form.\textsuperscript{15} This can be explained by the effect of intermolecular hydrogen bonds formation on the torsion angle: \textit{ab initio} calculations have shown the value of the torsion angle in the molecule to be sensitive to the protonation of the OH- and NH-groups.\textsuperscript{39} The values of torsion angles in the paracetamol molecules differ in the two polymorphs,\textsuperscript{15,16,24} in the various adducts formed by paracetamol with small organic molecules (in which some of the hydrogen bonds between the paracetamol molecules are broken and new hydrogen bonds are formed between the guest- and the paracetamol molecules, so that chains of paracetamol molecules are preserved),\textsuperscript{32,33} in the paracetamol-methanol solvate (in which only short fragments of the chains are linked with each other via the methanol-bridges),\textsuperscript{34} or in the paracetamol hydrates (in which the individual molecules of paracetamol are linked only via the H₂O-bridges).\textsuperscript{35,36}

The anisotropy of structural strain on cooling and with increasing pressure was often compared with the directions of weaker and stronger hydrogen bonds in the crystal structure. In the orthorhombic and in the monoclinic paracetamol, when discussing the anisotropy of structural strain, in addition to comparing the compressibility of the NH…O and OH…O hydrogen bonds, it is necessary to take into consideration the flattening of the molecules. Thus, the expansion of the structure of the orthorhombic paracetamol (on cooling), or of the monoclinic polymorph (with increasing pressure) in some directions cannot be explained without taking into account the changes in the torsion angles of the paracetamol molecules, since all the
intermolecular hydrogen bonds in the structures shorten (Figure 8). Correlations between the intramolecular conformational changes and the shortening in the intermolecular hydrogen bonds were observed also for several other molecular crystals. The effect was more often reported for the structural distortions induced by variations in temperature, than for that with increasing pressure, but just because the data of the quality high enough to follow reliably intramolecular distortions can be obtained with much more efforts in the high-pressure experiments, than in the low-temperature ones.

**Polymorphs of glycine**

The same phenomena as were observed when studying the polymorphs of paracetamol – the existence of the metastable polymorphs in a wide range of experimental conditions, different anisotropic response of a crystal structure to variations in temperature and pressure, the interplay between the intramolecular distortions and the changes in the network of the intermolecular hydrogen bonds in the crystal – are typical also for other molecular crystals. The crystals of amino acids are quite representative in this respect.

Glycine, NH$_2$CH$_2$COOH, is the simplest of all the amino acids (Figure 9). Three polymorphs were described for glycine at ambient pressure – two monoclinic forms ($\alpha$, s.gr. $P2_1/n$, and $\beta$, s.gr. $P2_1$) and one trigonal form ($\gamma$, s.gr. $P3_1$). The three polymorphs differ in the way how $^+$NH$_3$-CH$_2$-COO$^-$ zwitter-ions are linked together in a hydrogen-bonds network. In the $\alpha$-polymorph zwitter-ions are linked via hydrogen bonds NH…O in double antiparallel layers, the interactions between these double layers being purely van-der-Waals. In the $\beta$-polymorph individual parallel polar layers are linked via hydrogen bonds in a three-dimensional network. In the $\gamma$-polymorph zwitter-ions form polar helixes linked with each other via extra NH…O hydrogen bonds to give a three-dimensional polar network (Figure 10). In all the polymorphs, one can find the same structure-forming synthone – a head-to-tail chain of zwitter ions linked via bifurcated NH…O hydrogen bonds (Figure 11).

![Figure 9. A zwitter-ion of glycine. Red – O, blue – N, grey – C, white – H.](image-url)
Figure 10. The fragments of crystal structures of the three polymorphs of glycine in two projections. Upper row – the α-form (a), middle row - the β-form (b), lower row - the γ-form (c) of glycine; a,b - left – individual layers, middle – stacking of layers (all atoms coloured grey in the second layer), right – the fragments of the same polymorphs viewed in the projections normal to the layers; c – left - a view along the axes of the helices, right – a view normal to the axes of the helices.
Crystallization and thermodynamic studies

The crystallization of glycine polymorphs is a remarkable illustration, that the relative stability of the polymorphs and the preferable growth of a particular polymorph in real experiments do not necessarily correlate directly. Moreover, the thermodynamic stability is not the same as the stability under particular storage conditions (in the presence of various gases/liquids in contact to the sample).

Thermodynamic stability can be characterized by a thermodynamic parameter – Gibbs energy. Enthalpy and entropy as functions of temperature that are requires to calculate the Gibbs energy can be found experimentally from the measurements of heat capacity and the heats of transformations (such as heats of combustion, dissolution, or polymorphic transformation). Typically, temperature and pressure are considered to be the main parameters determining the thermodynamic parameters. For example, a thermodynamic stability can be determined for “ambient conditions” (pressure equal to 1 atm and temperature equal to 298.15 K). The composition of the gas phase providing this pressure is considered to be of less importance (if important at all). For many solids this is true. However, for the polymorphs of molecular crystals this assumption is no longer valid. The difference in the heats of formation and the heat capacities of the polymorphs can be so small, that heat fluctuations and a relatively small energy contribution from the interaction of the sample with the medium can result in a change in the free energy (Gibbs energy) exceeding the $\Delta G$ between the polymorphs. This manifests itself in the calorimetric experiments (the difference in the thermodynamic functions measured for the polymorphs is within the experimental error even for the most accurate and precise measurements), in the experiments on crystal growth (concomitant polymorphs $^{45}$), in the mutual transformations of the polymorphs on storage under various conditions. All this holds for the polymorphs of glycine $^{46,47}$. 

Figure 11. A head-to-tail chain formed by zwitter-ions of glycine.
The three forms of glycine usually crystallize simultaneously from the same solution,\textsuperscript{46,47} that is they can be classified as concomitant polymorphs. α-Polymorph crystallizes spontaneously under almost any experimental conditions; it is the main polymorph obtained from pure aqueous solutions. We have obtained the α-form as an admixture to the β- and the γ-polymorphs as a result of crystallization from water solutions with additives of ethanol, ammonia, or acetic acid. At the same time, crystals of the γ- and the β-polymorphs were found as admixtures also in the samples crystallized from pure water and containing the α-polymorph as the main product.

In many of the previously published papers the α-polymorph was supposed to be the most stable form, since i) it is most easily obtained, ii) its transformation into the γ-form was not observed (the only two exceptions being the publication,\textsuperscript{48} in which a moisture-mediated α→γ transformation was described, and the publication,\textsuperscript{43} in which it was mentioned, that for deuterated α-glycine (powder) the transformation from the α- to the γ-form has actually been observed at room temperature).

The variable temperature measurements of the heat capacity of the glycine polymorphs made it possible to calculate the thermodynamic parameters, to estimate the order of relative stability of the polymorphs, and to calculate the changes in the enthalpy and the Gibbs free energy for the transitions between the polymorphs.\textsuperscript{46,47} The order of the stability of the glycine polymorphs at ambient temperature was shown to be γ > α > β. At 298.15 K, ΔG for the α- and the γ-forms was estimated as about 160 J/mol, predicting that the γ→α transition is thermodynamically forbidden at this temperature, whereas the reverse α→γ transition should be allowed. We did manage to initiate an α→γ transition at ambient temperatures using wet gaseous ammonia as a catalyst. At high enough temperatures the γ-form becomes less stable than the α-form, and one can expect the γ→α transformation on heating, what is really the case. Our study\textsuperscript{46,47} has confirmed the hypothesis of Iitaka,\textsuperscript{43} and of Sakai et al.,\textsuperscript{48} that “the γ-form may be a stable form at least at room temperature”.

The order of stability γ > α > β at ambient conditions found from our measurements correlates with the order of changes in the lattice energy calculated in\textsuperscript{49} from the measured heats of dissolution of the three polymorphs in water. This correlation might seem obvious, but it is actually not. The same order in the lattice energy remains at the elevated temperatures, although the order of stability changes to α > γ > β. Therefore, without calorimetric measurements, after the measurements of the heat of dissolution only, it was not possible to make a definite conclusion on the relative stability of the three polymorphs. Besides, the estimates of relative lattice energy cannot explain the conversion of the polymorphs into each other in the presence of various gases. On storage in humid atmosphere, γ-glycine transforms into the α-form. The same does the β-form. If, temperature and pressure being the same, NH\textsubscript{3} and H\textsubscript{2}O are present simultaneously in contact with a solid sample, a reverse transformation, that is from the α-form into the γ-form is observed. β-Glycine also transforms into the γ-form under this conditions. In dry NH\textsubscript{3} no polymorphous transitions take place, and any of the three polymorphs – α-, β-, or γ-can be preserved during an indefinitely long time.\textsuperscript{46,47}
The differences in the Gibbs energies of the glycine polymorphs (Figure 12) are related to the differences in the weak intermolecular interactions. Therefore the heats of transitions between the polymorphs are rather low, and therefore the metastable forms can be obtained rather easily and can be preserved for a long time if the barriers required for a structural reorganization are much larger than the small potential energy gain resulting from the transformation.

Figure 12. The difference in the Gibbs energy between the $\alpha$-, and the $\gamma$- polymorphs (red), and the $\beta$- and the $\gamma$-polymorphs (blue) versus $T$.

The relative stability of the polymorphs does not correlate directly with the easiness of their crystallization. The crystallization conditions, the structure of solution, and, first of all, the presence of pre-nuclei determine, which polymorph will grow. To induce crystallization of the $\beta$ - or of the $\gamma$- polymorphs of glycine, it is necessary to destroy the dimers present in glycine solution,\textsuperscript{50} which direct the crystallization towards the formation of the $\alpha$-form. This can be achieved by irradiating solutions with intense nanosecond pulses of near-infrared laser light,\textsuperscript{51, 52} by changing solvents.\textsuperscript{40-43, 46-48, 50, and refs therein} It is also possible to inhibit the growth of the $\alpha$-form, and in this way to stimulate the growth of the $\gamma$-form, by adding specially selected impurities (tailor-made additives) selectively binding to particular faces of a growing crystal,\textsuperscript{50, 53-58} or by directing the nucleation using a Langmuir monolayer.\textsuperscript{50,59} If the formation of the dimers in solution, and, hence, the growth of the $\alpha$-polymorph, is inhibited, then the stable $\gamma$-polymorph grows under crystallization conditions closer to the equilibrium (slow crystallization), whereas very quick precipitation gives the $\beta$-polymorph. It is also very important to exclude the presence of nuclei of undesirable polymorphs, and to introduce the nuclei of desirable polymorphs as precursors.\textsuperscript{46,47,50} The fact that ageing of solutions is important for further crystallization can indicate that the clusters of glycine zwitterions in the solution keep memory of
their organization in the crystals prior to the dissolution. This effect was described previously for several other compounds.\textsuperscript{60, 61} For $\alpha$-glycine, atomic-force microscopy (AFM) experiments on the growth and dissolution of single crystals have shown that a lower limit to the step size on the (010) glycine face is close to the thickness of the hydrogen-bonded bilayer, that is the dissolution of $\alpha$-glycine seems to proceed with preservation of dimers in solution. Diffraction data used together with the results of the \textit{in situ} AFM measurements of glycine dissolution and growth in a complementary manner allow one to conclude that glycine leaves or docks to the crystal surface as cyclic hydrogen-bonded dimers.\textsuperscript{62-64} One can suppose the clusters of glycine zwitter-ions keeping memory of the parent crystal structure to remain in solutions also after the dissolution of the $\gamma$-form. Since the chemicals used for the crystallization of glycine polymorphs never contain the $\beta$-form, but, generally, a mixture of the $\alpha$- and the $\gamma$-forms in different ratios, these two forms are also most easily crystallized from freshly prepared solutions – the $\gamma$-form if the formation of dimers is prevented, the $\alpha$-form - if not.

Isothermal cross-seeding experiments of suspensions with several polymorphs followed by monitoring the relaxation of the system (“slurry experiments”) are often applied to check the relative stability of the different forms.\textsuperscript{65, 66} In the case of the polymorphs of glycine this procedure does not work well and gives poorly reproducible results. The reason is in the small difference in the stability of the three polymorphs, and in the strong effect of the structure of solution on the crystallization. The calorimetric experiments have proven to be really the best tool to range the glycine polymorphs according to their stability as solids, independently from the interactions with solvent.

\textbf{Structural studies}

Comparative variable-temperature / variable-pressure studies of the glycine polymorphs have revealed interesting phenomena. On cooling, no phase transitions, but only the continuous anisotropic structural distortion could be detected for the glycine polymorphs by X-ray diffraction\textsuperscript{44}, although for the $\beta$- and the $\gamma$-form low-temperature phase transitions, presumably of piezoelectric nature, were detected by calorimetry (Figure 13).\textsuperscript{46,47} A piezoelectric phase transition in these systems seems not to affect noticeably the cell parameters and volume, as well as the coordinates of non-hydrogen atoms. Relatively small shifts of hydrogen atoms would be difficult to detect by X-ray diffraction. Low-temperature Raman spectroscopy has recently confirmed the existence of low-temperature phase transition in the $\beta$-glycine.\textsuperscript{67} Interestingly, a $\beta$ $\alpha$ polymorphous transition could be induced by repeated temperature cycling in the vicinity of the low-temperature piezoelectric phase transition in the $\beta$-form.\textsuperscript{46,47}
Figure 13. Heat-capacity peaks at low-temperature phase-transitions in the $\gamma$-glycine (a) and in the $\beta$-glycine (b); the changes in the cell volume of the $\beta$-glycine in the temperature range near the phase transition (different colour corresponds to different crystals) (c).

The directions of maximum and minimum lattice strain were related to the directions of weak and strong hydrogen bonds in the structures. On cooling, minimum compression (in the $\gamma$-polymorph) and even a slight expansion (in the $\alpha$- and the $\beta$-polymorphs) was measured in the direction of the head-to-tail hydrogen-bonded chains of zwitter-ions. Maximum compression of the structures of the glycine polymorphs was measured in the directions normal to the triple helices formed by the chains (in the $\gamma$-polymorph), or to the layers, in which the chains were linked with each other via extra NH…O bonds (Figure 11, 14). Expansion of the crystal structure in particular directions (in the $\alpha$- and $\beta$-polymorphs) was related not only to the distortion of the NH…O hydrogen bonds, but, first of all, to the distortions in the torsion angles within glycine zwitter-ions. This effect was even more pronounced, when the effect of cooling on the simplest dipeptide, glycilglycine and its hydrate, was considered. The structure of glycilglycine expanded
on cooling along the direction of molecular axes coinciding also with the direction of the shortest NH...O intermolecular hydrogen bonds. The linear strain in glycilglycine was larger than in any polymorph of glycine (Figure 15).68 In glycilglycine hydrate, the relative volume change on cooling is slightly larger, than that in glycilglycine. However, it would be erroneous to consider the structure of glycilglycine to be more compressible than that of glycilglycine: linear strain in the directions of principle axes is smaller in glycilglycine hydrate, than in glycilglycine (Figure 15).

Figure 14. Linear strain along the principal axes of strain ellipsoids of the α-form (red), β-form (green), and the γ-form (blue) of glycine on cooling (a) and the orientation of the principal axes of strain ellipsoid on cooling (1T, 2T, red) and with increasing pressure (1P, 2P, green, blue) with respect to the crystallographic axes in the α- and β-forms (b); in the γ-form minimum strain is along c, maximum – in the plane normal to c.44
Figure 15. Relative volume changes (a) and linear strain along the principal axes of strain ellipsoids (b) of the $\alpha$-glycylglycine (red) and the $\alpha$-glycylglycine hydrate (blue) on cooling.

The response of the polymorphs of glycine to increasing pressure is remarkably different. No polymorphic transitions were observed when applying pressure up to 4 GPa (X-ray diffraction),\textsuperscript{69} or 23 GPa (Raman spectroscopy)\textsuperscript{70} to $\alpha$-glycine, and the anisotropy of structural strain was not the same as the one induced by cooling (Figure 10, 16).\textsuperscript{44,69} A reversible phase transition in the $\beta$-polymorph was observed by Raman spectroscopy at about 0.76 GPa.\textsuperscript{71,72} The structure of $\gamma$-glycine was shown to undergo a partly reversible polymorphic transformation into a previously unknown polymorph of glycine, the $\delta$-form (the structure of which was successfully solved and refined in the Pn space group), in a wide pressure range between 2.7 GPa and 7.8 GPa. On decompression, the high-pressure phase did not disappear completely even at ambient pressure. At about 3.3 GPa the amount of the initial $\gamma$-polymorph started to increase noticeably. When pressure reached 0.2 GPa, some additional lines appeared, that could not be assigned either to the high-pressure polymorph, or to the $\gamma$-glycine, to the $\alpha$-, or to the $\beta$-phases of glycine.\textsuperscript{73,74}
Figure 16. Linear strain along the principal axes of strain ellipsoids of the $\alpha$-form (red) and the $\gamma$-form (blue) of glycine with increasing pressure (the orientation of the principal axes of strain ellipsoid with respect to the crystallographic axes in the $\alpha$-form see in Figure 14b; in the $\gamma$-form minimum strain is along c, maximum – in the plane normal to c.\textsuperscript{69}

The structural “synthone” – a chain of zwitter-ions, that is present in the three previously known polymorphs of glycine ($\alpha$-, $\beta$-, and $\gamma$-) – is present also in the structure of the high-pressure $\delta$-form. The chains of the glycine zwitter-ions are, in turn, linked via additional hydrogen bonds with each other to give not the helices, as in the original $\gamma$-glycine, but layers, similar to those in the $\alpha$- and $\beta$- forms. The stacking of the layers in the $\delta$-form is essentially different from those in the $\alpha$-, and in the $\beta$-polymorphs: the layers in the $\delta$-polymorph are double, as in the $\alpha$-form, but the individual layers in the double-layer band are not related with each other by inversion, as in the $\alpha$-form, but solely by a glide plane, so that the structure of the $\delta$-form remains polar, as the structure of the parent $\gamma$-form was (Figure 17).\textsuperscript{73,74} It is remarkable, that the distortion of the chains of zwitter-ions in the $\gamma$-and in the $\delta$-polymorphs was continuous in all the pressure range from ambient to 7.85 GPa, despite a polymorphic transformation (Figure 18).

Figure 17. A fragment of the crystal structure of the high-pressure $\delta$-polymorph of glycine; a – an individual layer, b – stacking of layers, c – a view normal to the layers.
Figure 18. The changes in the selected distances and angles within a chain in the starting \( \gamma \)- and in the new high-pressure \( \delta \)-polymorphs of glycine versus pressure: (a) the distances N-O in the NH…O hydrogen bonds; (b) the O1-N1\(^1\)-O2 angle. Open symbols – \( \gamma \)-polymorph, filled symbols – \( \delta \)-form.

Although the chains of zwitter-ions in the \( \delta \)-polymorph form layers similar to those in the \( \alpha \)-form, the \( \delta \)-polymorph could be formed when applying pressure not to the \( \alpha \)-polymorph, but to the \( \gamma \)-polymorph, in which such layers are not present, but can be formed from linked chains of zwitter-ions aligned parallel to the crystallographic c-axis if part of the zwitter-ions rotate with respect to each other along the chain axis. This transformation seems to be kinetically hindered (is observed in a wide pressure range and is not completely reversible on decompression). Piezoelectric properties of the \( \gamma \)-glycine \(^{42}\) can be supposed to be important for the mechanism of the \( \gamma \rightarrow \delta \) transformation: electric field induced in the crystal by applying hydrostatic pressure may influence on the reorientation of the dipoles of zwitter-ions. It is interesting, that another glycine polymorph that undergoes a phase transition under pressure, the \( \beta \)-form, is also piezoelectric. \(^{42}\)

**L-serine and D,L-serine**

The pressure-induced polymorphic transformation in the \( \gamma \)-polymorph can be compared with a change in the secondary structure of a polypeptide chain from a helix into a layer.\(^ {73,74}\) Detailed studies of the response of the polymorphs of crystalline amino-acids to increasing pressure can be helpful to achieve a better understanding of the effect of pressure on peptides. In particular, the compressibility of the hydrogen bonds, or the flexibility of torsion angles can be compared and correlated with the “softness” of a structure along selected directions. In addition, for all the amino acids but glycine, the behaviour of L-compounds can be compared with that of D,L-racemates.

As an example, the structural response of crystalline serine to cooling and to increasing pressure can be considered.
The crystal structure of L-serine is formed by zwitter-ions (Figure 19) linked via NH...O hydrogen bonds into "head-to-tail" chains along the crystallographic axis \( a \), similar to those in the polymorphs of glycine. Every NH\(_3\)-group in the chain forms two NH...O hydrogen bonds with the neighbouring carboxyl group: a short bond with one oxygen atom (bond 1) and a long bond with another oxygen atom (bond 2). The chains of zwitter-ions of L-serine are linked via extra NH...O hydrogen bonds into a 3D-network. In the plane \((a \times b)\), the neighbouring chains are antiparallel to each other and are linked by the hydrogen bonds NH...O along \( b \) (bond 3). In the plane \((a \times c)\), the neighbouring chains of the zwitter-ions are parallel to each other and are related by a 2\(_1\) screw axis parallel to axis \( a \). Every chain is linked to one neighbouring chain in the plane via NH...O hydrogen bonds (bond 4 along \( c \) axis) and with another neighbouring chain via OH...O bonds between the side CH\(_2\)OH groups (bond 5 along axis \( a \)) (Figure 20).

![Figure 19. A zwitter-ion of serine.](image)

![Figure 20. The fragments of crystal structure of L-serine.](image)

The directions of the principal axes of strain ellipsoids on cooling and with increasing pressure coincide with the \( a \), \( b \), and \( c \) crystallographic directions in the structure of L-serine and...
can be correlated with the structure of the NH…O and OH…O hydrogen bond network (Figure 20, 21). The most rigid (both on cooling and with increasing pressure) direction in the structure of L-serine is the direction along axis \( \mathbf{a} \), corresponding to the shortest cell parameter. It coincides with the direction of the "head-to-tail" chains formed by serine-zwitter-ions (Figure 20). The structures of all the polymorphs of glycine, and of L-alanine were also reported to have the minimum linear strain in the directions of these chains on cooling (the structures of \( \alpha \)-glycine, \( \beta \)-glycine, L-alanine expand slightly in these directions with decreasing temperature).\(^7\) For the \( \alpha \)-, \( \gamma \)-, and \( \delta \)-glycine the directions of these chains were shown to be the most rigid also when applying pressure to the samples.\(^6\), \(^9\), \(^73\), \(^74\) With increasing pressure, the structure of \( \alpha \)-glycine first compresses slightly and then starts to expand in the direction of the "head-to-tail" chains.\(^6\) The structure of L-serine expands along these chains on cooling and compresses with increasing pressure.\(^7\)

\[ \text{Figure 21. Relative changes in cell volume (a,b) and linear strain along the principal axes of strain ellipsoids (c,d) in L-serine (red) and D,L-serine (blue) on cooling (a,c) and with increasing pressure (b,d).} \]

The compression of the structure of L-serine along axis \( \mathbf{b} \) on cooling is comparable with that along axis \( \mathbf{c} \). In contrast to that, with increasing pressure the same structure compressed noticeably less along \( \mathbf{b} \) direction, than along \( \mathbf{c} \) axis (Figure 21). The different anisotropy of
The anisotropy of structural distortion on cooling and with increasing pressure was not the same also for sodium oxalate, or the α-polymorph of glycine. In the α-glycine the most rigid (and even slightly expanding) direction in the structure is the same for the strain induced by cooling and by increasing pressure (along the "head-to tail" chains). At the same time, with increasing pressure the largest compression of the structure was observed in the plane of the layers formed by glycine zwitter-ions, in the direction of the bonds linking the "head-to tail" chains with each other to form a layer. On cooling, the same structure was most compressible in the direction normal to these planes. The difference between the compressibility within a molecular layer and in the direction normal to it was rather small with increasing pressure, but quite pronounced - on cooling. For the γ-glycine, however, the anisotropy of strain on cooling and with increasing pressure was similar. Very similar structural distortion on cooling and with increasing pressure was reported for 1,3-cyclohexanedione. The different response of the same structure to cooling and to increasing pressure may be caused by a different relative compressibility of the different types of hydrogen bonds in the same structure. The changes in the conformations of molecules should be also taken into account.

The behavior of the crystal structure of L-serine on cooling and with increasing pressure was very different from that of D,L-serine. On cooling, the structure of D,L-serine is noticeably less compressible than that of L-serine, if one considers the relative volume changes (Figure 21). The anisotropy of structural distortion is also remarkably different: the structure of D,L-serine expands on cooling in many crystallographic directions, whereas in the structure of L-serine compression on cooling prevails (Figure 21). With increasing pressure, the difference between the L- and the D,L-serine is even larger. The relative volume changes in the L- and D,L-serine are very similar up to about 4 GPa, but then the crystal structure of L-serine undergoes a phase transition at about 4-5 GPa, as recently shown by Raman spectroscopy measurements. The transition was observed at 5.3 GPa when the sample was compressed, and at 4.5 GPa on decompression at ambient temperature. D,L-serine showed no phase transitions at least up to 8.6 GPa (the maximum pressure reached in the experiment), as recently shown by high-pressure single-crystal X-ray diffraction. The anisotropy of strain with increasing pressure was very different in L- and in D,L-serine (Figure 21). The striking difference in the behavior of L- and D,L-serine on cooling and with increasing pressure could be related to the differences in the two crystal structures, in general, and in the structure of the hydrogen bond networks, in particular.

Conclusions

We hope to have demonstrated at several examples from our own practice, that variable-temperature and variable-pressure studies can be helpful for understanding the structural and thermodynamic features of the small-molecule organic crystals. They can be used for studying
the relative stability of the polymorphs, for finding the conditions of polymorphic transitions, for understanding the nature of the metastability of the polymorphs. They can be also very useful for studying the intermolecular interactions in the molecular crystals and their interrelation with the changes in the intramolecular geometry, mutual orientation of molecules, and the macroscopically observed anisotropy of structural strain.

**Experimental Section**

**General Procedures.** The general procedures and equipment were described in details in the original publications. High pressure was created in the diamond anvil cells of various types. The temperature was controlled with a 600 Series Cryostream Cooler (Oxford Cryosystem). X-ray diffraction experiments were carried out using powder and single-crystal techniques, also with synchrotron radiation source at the Swiss-Norwegian Beam Line at ESRF (Grenoble).

**Compound characterization.** The procedures for the preparation and the characterization data for compounds used were described in details in the original publications.
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